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we’ve had a refresh.
designed in families of complimenting colours, 
we’ve introduced a new contempory colour 
palette across all our materials from new steel 
colours, mfc’s, laminates to black frames on 
our chairs. take a little look at some of our new 
finishes...

reversable,  
multifunctional 
collaboration, storage 
and decorative walls for 
agile workspaces

The Hoop mobile wall is 
available in multiple  
configurations from a  
decorative plant wall to a 
full AV media wall. Usable 
on both sides, Hoop is 
great for dividing spaces 
and supporting multiple 
projects. 

Each mobile wall features 
lockable castors and an 
easy pull handle for  
relocating across  
workspaces. 
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AV media wall with 
whiteboard reverse and 
pinboard base.

Create zones and  
collaborate with the Hoop 
mobile whiteboard,  
pinboard and AV stand.  
Designed to move  
anywhere, simply unlock 
> move > plug and play > 
relock the castors. 

The Hoop AV media unit is  
complete with a monitor 
bracket to support up to 48” 
TVs (HO-05) or 55” TVs  
(HO-0514). The whiteboard 
also has a handy pen tray. 

HO-05 HO-0514

mild steel frame for strength

choice of pinboard or fabric reverse

suitable for drywipe markers, complete with pen tray

easy pull handle and locking castors

fits up to 48” or 55” TVs

7 frame colours

70.35% recycled content / 100% recyclable 
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white
ral9016

steel

black
ral9017

steel

pale green
ral6021
frame

reed green
ral6013
frame

salmon pink
ral3022
frame

Planter and storage 
walls for biophilic  
interiors

Designed to divide  
workspaces in style, the 
Hoop mobile planter can 
offer plants anywhere in the 
office. Do your plants need 
a boost of light? - Not a 
problem, wheel it to the  
window! 

These mobile planters  
feature a fully waterproof 
tray with an optional cover, 
giving you the choice of 10 
or 20 plant pot holes, or full 
planting troughs. The Hoop 
planter wall is available with 
2 tiers and a low storage 
unit, or 4 tiers for maximum 
plants. 

clear 
coat lacquer

frame

silver
ral9006
frame
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hamilton oak
mfc

sorano oak
mfc

Mobile bookcase and 
coat rail for meeting 
rooms and agile  
workspaces

The Hoop bookcase and 
coat rail can offer movable 
storage anywhere in the 
office. Pull the coat rail into 
the meeting room for an  
elegant coat and bag  
storage solution, or create a  
relaxation, focus and  
wellbeing space with a 
mobile bookcase. 

Coat hangers and  
bookends complete the 
Hoop offering. 

black mfcwhite mfc carbon 
grey mfc
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